
What is Retail 
Media and why 
does it matter 
now?



CitrusAd & Admixer Advertising collaboration aims to deliver the best results for 
brands and advertisers



Admixer Advertising is a technical partner of CitrusAd in Central and Eastern Europe and offers access, implementation, 
and support for all CitrusAd solutions



Admixer Advertising offers to use retail media to maximize the benefits for 
brands and advertisers


Access to the self-serve ad 
accounts

Provide ad accounts to access retail 

media advertising possibilities on 

the digital point of sales

Ad campaigns 

management

Management services in 

launching retail media ad 

campaigns, onboarding or help 

you get started

Creative services

Creative materials design, 

production and adaptation 

considering every retailer or 

marketplace specifics


Consulting


Expert support and consulting on 

digital sales maximization and 

efficient data strategies for brands




Definitions

Let’s start with the basics, so we’re all speaking 

the same language.



Retail media is a vehicle to market to your customer at the 
point of purchase or the point of choice. Retail media can 
include everything from product sampling, to in-store displays, 
to featured placements within the glossy paper catalogs 
mailed to customer homes.



Retail media in the digital world is similar: brands pay to have 
their products shown on a better positions on the virtual shelf 
on a retailer or marketplace site; app or web-based property, 
which increases the likelihood of a customer actually buying.



For it to fall under the retail media category, the product being 
advertised must also be sold on the property that the ad is 
served across. 



What is retail media advertising?



A - Z



Different forms of retail media can be grouped into the following categories

Physical advertising messages and 

promotional activities inside and 

around a brick-and-mortar store.

TRADITIONAL ANALOG MEDIA


1 2 3 4

] Printed CircularZ

] In-Store Signage Z

] Outdoor Signage Z

] In-Store Displays Z

] Shelf TalkersZ

] At-Shelf CouponsZ

] Cart AdsZ

] Floor Decals Z

] In-Store SamplingZ

] Checkout DividersZ

] Receipt AdsZ

] At-Till CouponsZ

] Direct MailZ

] At-Home Sampling

Set of owned digital media assets, 

through which shoppers can be 

reached electronically beyond the 

four walls of brick-and-mortar stores.

ONSITE DIGITAL MEDIA

] Onsite DisplayZ

] Digital Circular Z

] Targeted EmailZ

] In-App MediaZ

] Product SearchZ

] Digital CouponsZ

] In-Store RadioZ

] In-Store Screens

Data about the preferences and 

actions of the audiences who come 


to the digital (and physical) venues 

and leverage these data to access 


and monetize the same (or similar) 

audiences in venues they do not own.

OFFSITE DIGITAL MEDIA

] Offsite DisplayZ

] Programmatic Displaå

] Online Search Z

] Social Media Z

] Influencer Marketing Z

] Targeted SMS Z

] DOOHZ

] Connected TV

Leveraging household-level loyalty 

and POS transactions datasets to 

create compelling Media Targeting 

and Measurement tools that enable 

sophisticated pre-campaign planning 

and personalization and post-

campaign results tracking and ad-

spend optimization.

PROPRIETARY SHOPPER DATA

] Custom shopper segmentsJ

] Look-alike audiencesZ

] Closed-loop measurement 

of media exposureZ

] Sales uplift, and ROAS
Technology enabler:

Technology enabler:



Understanding Retail Media Opportunity (Onsite)

Sponsord Products Sponsored Display Brand Pages

Retail Media have a variety of formats. Its ads can appear on search result pages, category pages, product details pages, 
the home page, or other pages of a retailer’s website or app. Retail media can also include ads served to a shopper after 
they visit a retail site and leave, designed to bring them back to purchase

%
Tasty Meals 
for Your Puppy

Shop Now

Hand-crafted

Lamp

Shop Now



Why does retail media advertising matter now?


Retail media is trending for three reasons:



1. E-commerce is a retail media driver  

Consumers are shifting their purchases from physical stores to e-commerce in increasing 
numbers. Brands want to make sure they’re where the action is, and reach high-intent shoppers 
at the point of sale on the sites and apps of their retail partners.



2. Post-cookies, the need for personalized advertising continues  

Personalized advertising isn’t going away; it will just rely more on data being executed in a 
first-party environment. Retailers are well-positioned to target consumers using first-party data 
and create an environment with actual sales-based measurement because the sales are 
happening on the retailer’s site as well. 



3. Retail media ties media spending to sales

The attribution capabilities of retail media are extremely attractive to brands who are 
increasingly looking to connect their ad spend directly to sales. Retailers have an abundance of 
sales data and can provide sales-based insights, enabling brands to link their spending to e-
commerce sales down to the individual SKU level. Some retailers are even providing offline 
sales data, for a more complete view of the customer journey.



Retail media is digital advertising’s 3rd wave due to the new shopping behaviors 
of consumers

The wave is now cresting and budgets are ready 
to be unleashe!

s Search and social were digital advertising’s 
first two waves, drawing ad budgets from 
offline channels into online in the 2000s 
and 2010s. Retail media* will drive the 
2020K

s Retail media allows marketers to connect 
with their target audience when they’re in 
purchase mode, in addition to their typical 
digital advertising



*Retail media is ads placed on a retailer’s e-
commerce site or app by a brand in order to 
influence the customer at the point of purchase

Note: *excludes search ad revenues from retail media advertising


Methodology: Estimates are based on the analysis of various elements related to the ad spending market, including macro-level economic 
conditions; historical trends of the advertising market; historical trends of each medium about other media; reported revenues from major ad 
publishers; estimates from other research firms; data from benchmark sources; consumer media consumption trends; consumer device usage 
trends; and eMarketer interviews with executives at ad agencies, brands, media publishers, and other industry leaders.


Source: eMarketer, Oct 2021

Retail Media: The 3rd Wave of Digital Advertising, 2008-2021
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What Are The Advantages 
Of Retail Media For Brands?



Retail media fills a huge need for brands

It sits at the intersection of three massive marketing disruptions

Trend 3


Digitalization of the Store

Trend 2


Deprecation of


Third- Party Identifiers

Trend 1


Ratings in Decline

Source: eMarketer  |  insiderintelligence.com

TV

Digital Ads



In-depth data

Understanding their shoppers, thanks to retail consumer knowledge capture 
through loyalty programs.



As sales take place on the retailers’ platforms, each retail media network can 
collect first-party data on buyer behavior. This is more reliable than the data 
coming through third-party cookies. And, with internet browsers moving to phase 
out the use of third-party cookies, it’s future proof too. 



The data collected varies a lot but, if the retail media network you choose has a 
loyalty program, it may have access to in-depth and insightful information about 
shoppers that will allow you to target and customize your ads for maximum 
impact.



This data provides you insight into what types of customers are purchasing your 
product. 



Clear conversion tracking

Link advertising exposure to sales through end-to-
end measurement.



As ad impressions and sales take place on the same 
platform, you can accurately track the impact of your 
ads. This provides clear ROI insights and allows you to 
invest in the strategies that boost your bottom line the 
most. 



With other types of placement, there is not always the 
same level of accountability because the consumer’s 
journey can’t always be tracked to the point of sale. In 
retail media spending can be tracked down to the SKU 
level – something no other media can provide.



Delivering robust and reliable reporting that goes beyond standard media 
metrics

Addressability to product sales is perhaps the biggest 
value proposition for retail media. But advertisers can 
expect even more:'
! apply retail data across a wide array of campaign 

objectives and targeting tactics;'
! better understand the overall presence in a given 

category and compare to the competition;'
! learn more about consumers;'
! get insights to inform budget planning and 

allocation;'
! identify new investment opportunities and 

optimize campaigns.




Less friction = more conversions

There’s a tried-and-true axiom in digital marketing that for 
every next click that is required to get a user to the desired 
action, there will always be a dropoff. Thus, for every 100 
people who click an ad, you can almost guarantee that at least 
1 person will not click each next step along the purchase path. 
If there are many steps to purchase, the problem gets 
exponentially worse and conversion rates go south.



With less friction between the ad and the final action, retail 
media offers an integrated experience for online shoppers that 
reaches them at every stage of the funnel.



Increase share-of-voice on the virtual shelf

The digital shelf is endless, so product visibility is the new 
need for CPGs.



Any shelf in an offline store has been planned out months in 
advance. Brands know exactly what percentage of the shelf 
they will have and that they will be competing against about 
15 other brands.



Online there are no guarantees around your share of the 
shelf, and you have from 15 to 1500 competitors. And since 
90% of all revenue comes from the first page of products, and 
the top 10 SKUs account for 25-30% of revenue, a good 
digital shelf position is crucial.

Sponsored Product

Add to cart



Reaches shoppers, not just internet users

Retail media has inherently valuable audiences made of active 
shoppers, not just internet users.



Although every Internet user is potentially a shopper, the 
distinction here is Retail Media helps brands reach consumers 
while they’re in shopping mode – or at least consumers 
researching a purchase to later buy. 



Why is this so important? Google has been talking about micro-
moments for years and how dramatically more effective 
marketers can be when they reach consumers at the most 
opportunistic moments throughout the day. Today’s consumer is 
incredibly time-poor which is why there’s been such a rise in 
multi-tasking and second screening. When a consumer stops 
their day and requests information, marketers need to be there.

Придбати

%



Incremental results through improvement of organic listings

Retail Media offers one unique outcome, given that the online 
retailer algorithm’s main feature is ‘sales velocity’, the algorithm 
places products with the highest number of sales at the top of the 
search results list. 



In turn, this means that brands using Retail Media advertising can 
actively increase organic search rankings on retailer site. As the 
advertisements create demand for the product, which in turn 
triggers the retailer’s algorithm to notice that the product is in 
demand, which, in turn, improves the ranking in organic search, 
which increases demand again.



Brand-safe environment

Advertising on retail sites is also inherently a brand-

safe environment, avoiding the challenges associated 

with third-party cookies, user privacy requirements, low 

quality content or fake news.


Additionally, retailer-led ad platforms are a promising 

new channel to reach relevant and attractive shoppers 

— who have often logged into those retail sites, thereby 

reducing the risk of bot traffic — in the moments before 

they transact.



Investing in 
Retail Media
Why, when and how?



Key benefits of investing in eRetail Media

Helps you reach a big 

audience that’s already 

looking to buy

Drives traffic to your 

landing or product pages 

inside a retail site

Improves the shopper 

experience and powers 

your brand awareness

Increases sales both 

online and offline (in 

physical stores)



When to invest in eRetail Media?

There are many possibilities regarding Retail Media Formats and placements but 

depending on your goal you might need to apply a specific tactic:

Brand building Defend or Grow 
Market Share

Seasonal Events Stock Movement Launch New Products 
or Redesigns
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Push brand awareness and 
reach audiences onsite and 
offsite.

Cut your competition 
growth short by investing 
in eMedia (and dominate 
your market).

Create momentum around 
intensive and high-sales 
periods for your category.

Move excess stock or 
reduce the stocks during 
key sales seasons.

Tell a story around a key 
product launch or re-
packaging to increase 
awareness and sales in 
brick and mortar.

� Try Retailers Retargeting 
capabilities�

� Invest in Search - Generic 
Keywords (Sponsored Products 

& Brands)�

� Invest in Display Ads 
(Onsite & Offsite)

� Invest in Search - Generic 
Keywords (Sponsored Products)�

� Increase SKU selection

� Select Seasonal SKUs for 
campaigns�

� Restrict Campaigns 
duration

� Switch retailer and SKU 
focus on your Retail 
Media Campaigns

� Prioritize Display Ads 
(Category or Home Page 

Placements)



Retail Media is relevant for different product categories

While fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) 

companies are among the most optimistic about 

Retail Media, with more than 85 percent of survey 

respondents planning on increasing spend in the 

next 12 months, other verticals stand out as much or 

more. Sellers of jewelry and luxury goods, consumer 

electronics, and beauty products, for example, report 

similar planned growth in retail media spending. 

Overall, 80 percent of advertisers surveyed across 

verticals plan to increase retail media spending in 

the next 12 months, and approximately 20 percent 

plan to increase it by more than 10 percent. Just 5 

percent of respondents plan to downshift their retail 

media spending in the same period.

1Q: Do you anticipate spending levels with retail media networks to change over the next year?


2CPG Includes both food and beverage and household products.


Source: Retail Media Network Survey (2022, n = 188).

More than 75 percent of non-FMCG advertisers anticipate 
increasing spending with Retail Media

Anticipated change in spend on Retail Media in the next year1, %

Total FMCG Jewelry & 
luxury

Consumer 
electronics

Beauty Home & 
garden

Apparel & 
footwear

Other specialty 
retail

IncreaseDecrease

82 87
100

92 87 82
76

75

5 6 6
2



Contact us 
to learn how to start using Retail 
Media opportunities for your brand

Dmytro Kostetskyi


dkostetskyi@admixeradvertising.com


